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Abstract
To reduce speciﬁc fuel consumption, it is expected that the next generation of
aero-engines will operate with higher bypass-ratios, and therefore fan diame-
ters, than current in-service architectures. These new propulsion systems will
increase the nacelle size and incur in an additional overall weight and drag con-
tribution to the aircraft. In addition, they will be installed more closely-coupled
with the airframe, which may lead to an increase in adverse installation eﬀects.
As such, it is required to develop compact nacelles which will not counteract the
beneﬁts obtained from the new engine cycles. A comprehensive investigation
of the eﬀects of nacelle design on the overall aircraft aerodynamic performance
is required for a better understanding on the eﬀects of aero-engine integration.
This paper presents a method for the multi-objective optimisation of drooped
and scarfed non-axisymmetric nacelle aero-engines. It uses intuitive Class Shape
Tranformations (iCSTs) for the aero-engine geometry deﬁnition, multi-point
aerodynamic simulation, a near-ﬁeld nacelle drag extraction method and the
NSGA-II genetic algorithm. The process has been employed for the aerody-
namic optimisation of a compact nacelle aero-engine as well as a conventional
nacelle conﬁguration. Subsequently, the designed architectures were installed
on a conventional commercial transport aircraft and evaluated at diﬀerent in-
stallation positions. A novel thrust-drag bookkeeping method has been used to
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evaluate diﬀerent engine, nacelle and aircraft performance metrics. The main
ﬂow mechanisms that impact the installation eﬀects on compact aero-engines
conﬁgurations are identiﬁed. For the expected close-coupled installation posi-
tion of future high bypass-ratio engines, the net vehicle force is increased by
0.44% with respect to a conventional architecture. The proposed method com-
plements a set of enabling technologies that aim at the analysis, optimisation
and evaluation of future civil aero-engines.
1. Introduction
Future civil aero-engines are likely to have larger bypass ratios (BPR) [1]
and lower fan pressure ratios (FPR) than current architectures to improve
the propulsive eﬃciency [2] and to reduce the engine speciﬁc fuel consump-
tion (SFC). It is anticipated that future turbofans will have BPR between 14
and 21 [3]. This tendency will result in larger fan diameters and a concomitant
increment in nacelle size, overall weight and larger aerodynamic interactions be-
tween the airframe and the aero-engine [4]. Therefore, there is a requirement to
design compact turbofan architectures that will not counterbalance the beneﬁts
obtained from the new engine cycles [3]. Within the context of Ultra-High By-
pass Ratio (UHBPR) engine design, a better understanding on the associated
transonic ﬂow aerodynamics of compact nacelle conﬁgurations is required. For
these new architectures, the nacelle length (Lnac) and maximum radius (rmax)
will be reduced as much as possible to minimise the fancowl wetted area and,
as such, the cowl drag force. Nevertheless, this new nacelle design style may
present lower curvature and a concomitant wave drag penalty at transonic con-
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ditions [5]. Consequently, it is imperative to identify the feasible design space
for the new nacelle design challenge. Due to the large fan diameter of future
civil aero-engines relative to current in-service architectures, these new pod-
ded underwing conﬁgurations are expected to be installed in more close-coupled
positions [6]. This is to fulﬁll the mechanical design constraints of the engine-
airframe integration, which include pylon structural considerations, wing ﬂutter
and ground clearance requirements [3].
1.1. Compact nacelle design challenge
It is imperative to develop new methods for the design of compact conﬁgura-
tions aimed at the reduction of the overall nacelle drag [5]. Nacelle aerodynamic
design presents a notable challenge due to the diﬀerent ﬂow conditions that
arise throughout the aircraft mission. For UHBPR engines and long-range ap-
plications, one key consideration is the aerodynamic performance for cruise-type
conditions, which includes the sensitivity to ﬂight Mach number and changes on
massﬂow capture ratio. Nacelle architectures have been traditionally designed as
a set of axisymmetric aero-lines, that in combination with droop and scarf form
a 3D conﬁguration. Tejero et al. [5] developed a nacelle optimisation framework
based on a CFD in-the-loop approach for compact axisymmetric aero-engines
in which the sensitivity to the pertinent nacelle design parameters of Lnac/rhi
and rte/rhi was quantiﬁed. The limits of the feasible design space for this new
nacelle design challenge were identiﬁed and design guidelines derived. Albert et
al. [7] carried out a multi-objective optimisation of the intake and nacelle aero-
dynamic aero-line shape. Diﬀerent geometry parametrisations were considered,
that included superellipses, Class-Shape-Transformations (CST) and B-splines,
and it was concluded that the CST parametrisation had the best coverage of the
design space. Robinson et al. [8] carried out a multi-objective optimisation for a
conventional axisymmetric nacelle aero-line with Lnac/rhi = 4.3 and a compact
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conﬁguration with Lnac/rhi = 3.1. Relative to the conventional architecture,
the compact Lnac/rhi = 3.1 design resulted in a 16.1% reduction on mid-cruise
nacelle drag.
Nacelle design investigations have been recently extended to 3D non-axisymmetric
conﬁgurations [9, 10, 11]. The studies mainly focus on multi-ﬁdelity algorithms
that combine RANS simulations and low-order modelling to speed-up the de-
sign process. Fang et al. [9] carried out the optimisation of a compact transonic
nacelle aero-engine of Lnac/rhi = 3.3 at two incidence angles of 0
◦ and 4◦ with
a method that encompasses Kriging surrogate modelling as well as RANS cal-
culations. The process resulted in an optimal conﬁguration with a reduction
of 1.5 drag counts (dc) with respect to a baseline design. Zhong et al. [10]
developed a tool that aims to maximise the delay of boundary layer transition.
The method uses RANS simulations, a Kriging interpolation method and the
adaptive simulated annealing algorithm. The process produced a design with
11.6% larger laminar area and a reduction of 4.6dc on the friction term relative
to the baseline conﬁguration. All these investigations for 3D nacelle design are
based on optimisations in which the sensitivity to nacelle length on the drag
characteristics is not considered. As such, there is a lack of literature that in-
vestigates the changes on the transonic ﬂow aerodynamics between conventional
and compact non-axisymmetric nacelle aero-engines.
1.2. Propulsion system integration challenge
There have been diﬀerent studies in which the aspects of powerplant inte-
gration have been evaluated [12, 3, 6, 13, 14, 15]. For these investigations, the
aero-engine was designed in isolation and subsequently the eﬀects of aircraft
integration were evaluated. Wiart et al. [12] investigated the eﬀect of installa-
tion position of an Ultra High Bypass Ratio engine. Diﬀerent axial and vertical
positions were considered for a transonic ﬂight Mach number of M = 0.82. It
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was carried out for a conventional nacelle aero-engine with Lnac/rhi = 4.0. The
numerical results showed a variation of 6dc on the overall aircraft drag across
the design space. The investigation only studied forward installation positions
in which the trailing edge of the nacelle top aero-line is located upstream of the
wing leading edge. Dagget [3] investigated the eﬀect of varying the BPR from
11.5 to 21.5 on the speciﬁc fuel consumption. It was concluded that an engine
with moderate BPR = 14.5 achieved the lowest SFC and operating cost when
installation eﬀects were taken into account. Stankowski et al. [6] studied the
installation eﬀects for large civil underwing engines at M = 0.82. Relative to
a baseline engine with an installed drag of 27dc, a 23% larger engine with a
geometrically scaled nacelle resulted in an installation drag of 36dc. The study
was performed for a benign nacelle conﬁguration with Lnac/rhi = 4.3. Sibilli
et al. [13] investigated the inﬂuence of engine installation position on the mis-
sion fuel burn. The study was based on a simpliﬁed nacelle design [16] and
only changes on the horizontal positioning were considered. The most forward
position resulted in a mission fuel burn reduction of 3.7% with respect to the
reference installation position. Li et al. [14] carried out the aerodynamic design
optimization of nacelle and pylon position on the DLR-F6 aircraft. The study
was based on a nacelle throughﬂow conﬁguration. It was concluded that the
overall aircraft drag could be reduced by 3.7dc when the nacelle was installed
in a more forward position than the baseline conﬁguration.
Conversely, there has been research into nacelle design that considers the
integration eﬀects with the airframe during the design process [17, 18, 19]. Nev-
ertheless, these studies simplify the powerplant and only throughﬂow nacelle
conﬁgurations are employed. Wilhelm [17] developed an inverse design system
that couples a ﬂow solver for the solution of the Euler equations and a design
algorithm to match target pressure distributions. The throughﬂow nacelle on
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the DLR F6 conﬁguration was optimised and a new conﬁguration with a re-
duction of 8dc at cruise conditions was found. Koc et al. [18] established an
optimisation method based on an Euler solver and a discrete adjoint code. A
new throughﬂow nacelle design with a reduction of 16dc at cruise conditions was
achieved relative to the baseline conﬁguration. Epstein et al. [19] proposed a
design method of aircraft conﬁgurations with under-the-wing-mounted nacelles.
The tool encompasses RANS computations and reduced order modelling. The
method resulted in a new conﬁguration with a reduction of about 34dc with
respect to the original geometry.
Whilst these studies analyse the aspects of aircraft integration, they do not
evaluate the eﬀects of diﬀerent nacelle aero-engines on the overall aerodynamic
performance of the airframe-powerplant system. As such, a comprehensive in-
vestigation on the sensitivity of installation position is required to quantify the
diﬀerences between compact and conventional nacelle aero-engines.
1.3. Scope of the present work
There is a clear need to design compact conﬁgurations that will not coun-
teract the beneﬁts obtained from the new engine cycles. This paper further
develops an optimisation framework for the nacelle design of 3D drooped and
scarfed non-axisymmetric conﬁgurations upon which the transonic ﬂow aero-
dynamics associated to compact and conventional nacelle aero-engines can be
identiﬁed. The method encompasses an analytical formulation for the para-
metric deﬁnition of the aero-engine, multi-point aerodynamic simulations, a
near-ﬁeld nacelle drag extraction method and the NSGA-II genetic algorithm.
Subsequently, the optimised powerplants are installed on the NASA Common
Research model (CRM) model, which is representative of a conventional com-
mercial transport aircraft. Diﬀerent installation positions are considered in this
study. Relative to the trailing edge of the nacelle top aero-line and the wing
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leading edge, the aero-engines are installed in forward as well as overlapped
positions.
2. Methodology
2.1. Nacelle design framework
This work further develops the method developed by Tejero et al. [5, 20,
21] for the aerodynamic analysis of isolated compact nacelle conﬁgurations. It
designs, evaluates and optimises the geometry of a nacelle aero-engine for a set
of user-prescribed ﬂight conditions and geometric and aerodynamic constraints
[5]. The framework incorporates a series of modules for the geometry deﬁnition
[22, 23], a mesh generation tool [24], compressible ﬂow solution [25], extraction
of the nacelle performance metrics using AGARD industrial standards [26] and
a multi-point multi-objective optimisation capability coupled with a genetic
algorithm [27]. A detailed description of the nacelle design method has been
provided by the authors previously [5]. Thus, a brief summary of the diﬀerent
modules is presented below.
A 3D nacelle parametric representation using intuitive Class Shape Trans-
formations (iCSTs) [22] has been implemented. The 3D conﬁgurations have
left-right symmetry and ﬁve aero-lines are used to deﬁne the full 3D nacelle
(ψ = 0◦, 45◦, 90◦, 135◦, 180◦). Each aero-line is controlled by 7 intuitive de-
sign variables: rhi, rte, Lnac, rif , rmax, fmax, βnac (Figure 1a). The design
variables for the intermediate aero-lines are calculated by constructing iCST
curves through the constraints in the cylindrical coordinate system (Figure 1b).
The proposed geometry deﬁnition results on a fully parametric representation
of a drooped and scarfed non-axisymmetric nacelle aero-engine. Subsequently, a
computational domain is generated in which the Favre-averaged Navier-Stokes
equations are solved and the nacelle drag metrics extracted with a near-ﬁeld
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method [28]. The description of the computational and thrust-drag bookkeep-
ing methods is presented below. The developed framework has a multi-point
multi-objective capability by using the NSGA-II genetic algorithm [27]. This
evolutionary algorithm was selected due to its global convergence capabilities for
non-linear problems [29, 30]. The method employes a generic intake and exhaust
system that minimises the interactions with the nacelle drag characteristics. A
conical exhaust shape is employed to provide a representative exit streamtube
and the adequate post-exit force term [26]. The tool has been successfully de-
ployed to investigate the feasible design space of compact axi-symmetric aero-
lines [5], to develop a method for surrogate-based nacelle optimisation [20] as
well as to quantify inﬂuence of the droop and scarf angles on the nacelle drag
characteristics of non-axisymmetric conﬁgurations [21].
The computational domain has a symmetry plane due to the left-right sym-
metry of the nacelle aero-engine. A grid convergence study was carried out based
on four mesh sizes with 200k, 400k, 800k and 1,600k cells. The 800k mesh had
a grid convergence index (GCI) [31] of 0.5% on nacelle drag and was employed
throughout this study. The CFD approach employed was previously validated
against experimental data [32]. The numerical method's accuracy was tested
across Mach numbers from 0.80 and 0.89 and MFCR from 0.45 and 0.70. For
cruise-type conditions with M = 0.85 and MFCR = 0.7, nacelle drag coeﬃcient
is underpredicted by approximately 3.0% with respect to the measurements.
The diﬀerence between the measured and the CFD predicted drag rise Mach
number is within 0.002 [32].
2.2. Installation evaluation framework
Once the 3D non-axisymmetric nacelle conﬁguration is optimised, the aero-
dynamic analysis of the installed aero-engine is carried out on a novel numerical
framework. The NASA Common Research Model (CRM) is used because it
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(a) Nacelle design variables to deﬁne a single aero-line
(b) Non-axisymmetric nacelle aero-engine
Figure 1: Deﬁnition of the nacelle aero-line and the 3D non-axisymmetric control
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is representative of a conventional commercial transport aircraft with a cruise
ﬂight Mach number of 0.85 at CL = 0.5 [33]. The tool encompasses diﬀer-
ent modules to build a fully parametric powerplant using intuitive Class Shape
Transformations (iCST). The full conﬁguration comprises the CRM airframe
[33], nacelle [5, 20], intake [23], exhaust [34] and pylon [35] (Figure 2). The ex-
haust after-body is designed to be conical. The after-body length and half-cone
angles are selected on the basis of minimising over-acceleration of the bypass
exhaust ﬂow on the core after-body [35]. This reduces the shock strength within
the exhaust ﬂow downstream of the bypass nozzle exit. The design of the core
nozzle and plug is carried out on the basis of alleviating any ﬂow separation on
the pylon heat-shield downstream of the core nozzle exit. To establish the ﬂow-
capacities for sizing the bypass and core exhaust nozzles, the engine cycle was
designed with a zero-dimensional cycle modelling tool [36] to provide represen-
tative conditions for an Ultra-High BPR engine [34]. The pylon is constructed
as a series of aerofoil sections that are mounted on the vertical direction and
designed to avoid adverse ﬂow features [35]. The aero-engine is integrated in
the same spanwise podded under-wing installation position as the throughﬂow
nacelle of the CRM benchmark test case [37] and with the same values of pitch
and toe angles.
Figure 2: NASA Common Research Model with optimised drooped and scarfed non-
axisymmetric nacelle (red), separate jet exhaust system (blue) and pylon (green)
The domain is meshed following the guidelines from the 4th AIAA Drag
Prediction Workshop (DPW) [38]. A hybrid mesh is generated with a total
number of 120 million cells. The ﬁrst layer height is adjusted to satisfy a y+ of
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approximately 1 for the CRM fuselage, wing, tail-plane and powerplant. The
numerical approach has been validated with the experimental data from the
NASA Common Research Model (CRM) [37]. The assessment of the compu-
tational method was based on the wind tunnel conditions of a wing chord Re
= 5 × 106, ﬂight Mach number M = 0.85 and CL = 0.5. The computational
method overpredicts by 14dc and 16dc the airframe drag on the clean wing
CRM and the throughﬂow nacelle CRM conﬁgurations, respectively. Similar
overpredictions have been reported in other studies [39].
2.3. Flow solver
The compressible steady-state ﬂow-ﬁeld is computed using a double-precision
density-based Favre-Averaged Navier-Stokes approach with the k-ω Shear-Stress
Transport (SST) two-equation turbulence model [40] closure and an implicit
time integration formulation. The ﬂow-ﬁeld gradients are computed with a
Green-Gauss node-based method and a second-order upwind scheme for the
spatial discretisation of the variables. The dynamic viscosity is calculated with
the Sutherland's law [41]. The converge criteria was based on a reduction of
at least four orders of magnitude of the continuity, velocity, energy, turbulent
kinetic energy and speciﬁc turbulent dissipation rate. The massﬂow through
the engine and forces on the engine-walls were monitored and their variation
was lower than 0.01% for the last 100 iterations. For the installed cases, the
aircraft drag and lift for the airframe presented a variation lower than 0.01%
for the last 100 iterations.
2.4. Thrust-Drag Bookkeeping
The thrust-drag bookkeeping method (TDB) used in this investigation is
based on standard industrial practices [26]. The accounting method has been
employed for the drag evaluation of isolated turbofan engines (Figure 3a) and
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has been extended for the installed conﬁgurations to account for the pylon (Fig-
ure 3b). The employed TDB considers that the forces are positive in down-
stream direction and the gauge forces are positive upstream of the control
volume boundaries. The streamtube-external force, i.e. drag domain, is rep-
resented by φ, the streamtube-internal force, i.e. thrust domain, is represented
by θ. The gauge stream forces across the boundaries (FG) are calculated by
integrating the pressure and momentum terms over the area of interest and the
forces exerted on the engine walls are computed by integrating the pressure
and viscous terms. The engine net propulsive force (NPF) is a metric to quan-
tify the overall engine performance and accounts for the aerodynamic balance
between the thrust and drag domains. For isolated aero-engines, the NPF is
deﬁned as Eq. 1. Within this study, the forces are solved in the aerodynamic
drag axes, eD (Figure 3). The modiﬁed gross propulsive force (GPF
∗) accounts
for the aerodynamic thrust force generated on the nozzle afterbodies (Eq. 2).
The modiﬁed velocity coeﬃcient (Cv) is deﬁned as the ratio of the modiﬁed
gross propulsive force and the ideal thrust from an isentropic fully-expanded
exhaust momentum ﬂux [42] (Eq. 3). The cycle modiﬁed gross propulsive force
((GPF∗)cycle) is calculated by scaling the ideal exhaust moment eux, that is
based on the associated engine cycle obtained from a thermodynamic model
[36], with the modiﬁed velocity coeﬃcient (Eq. 4). Subsequently, the corrected
cycle net propulsive force (Eq. 5) is derived by combining Eq. 1 and 4.
NPF = FG13 + FG7 − FG0 − (θbp + θcc + θco + θplug)− (φpre + φnac) (1)
GPF ∗ = FG13 + FG7 − (θbp + θcc + θco + θplug) (2)
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Figure 3: Thrust and drag bookkeeping (a) isolated engine, (b) installed engine
Cv =
GPF ∗
m˙13V ideal13 + m˙7V
ideal
7
(3)
(GPF ∗)cycle = Cv(m˙
cycle
13 V
ideal
13 + m˙
cycle
7 V
ideal
7 ) (4)
(NPF )cycle = (GPF∗)cycle−FG0− (φpre +φnac) = (GPF∗)cycle−FG,0−D∗nac
(5)
where the modiﬁed nacelle drag (D∗nac) is the sum of forces on the pre-entry
streamtube and fancowl, Eq. 6:
D∗nac = φpre + φnac (6)
The standard nacelle drag reported in this work (Eq. 7), as deﬁned by
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AGARD [26], accounts for the forces that act on the fancowl (φnac), the pre-
entry force (φpre) and the post-exit force (φpost) (Eq. 7). The modiﬁed near-ﬁeld
method [28] is employed to calculate the combination of φpre + φnac and the
post-exit force (φpost) is calculated by pressure integration of the streamtube
from the nacelle trailing edge that divides the drag and thrust domains.
Dnac = φpre + φnac + φpost (7)
The described thrust-drag bookkeeping method has been extended to ac-
count for the presence of a pylon geometry on installed conﬁgurations. The
installed gross propulsive force contains the same terms as the isolated engine
conﬁguration and adds the aerodynamic force on the pylon wall (θpylon) within
the thrust domain (Eq. 8). The pylon surface is divided by the the stream-
line of total temperature (T0) to distinguish between the thrust (θpylon) and
drag (φpylon) domain of the pylon. Similarly as for isolated engines, the mod-
iﬁed velocity coeﬃcient (Eq. 3) can be calculated and employed to scale the
ideal exhaust moment eux to estimate the installed modiﬁed gross propul-
sive force ((GPF ∗)ins−cycle). Subsequently, the installed net propulsive force
((NPF )ins−cycle) is calculated (Eq. 9). As such, the installed net propulsive
force includes the forces on the thrust domain of the pylon through the gross
propulsive force (Eq. 8). The overall aerodynamic performance of the combined
airframe and powerplant system is reported in this study in terms of net vehicle
force (NFV), Eq. 10, where the airframe drag (DA/F ) contains the drag terms
of the fuselage, wing and tailplane.
(GPF ∗)ins = FG13 + FG7 − (θbp + θcc + θco + θplug + θpylon) (8)
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(NPF )ins−cycle = (GPF
∗)ins−cycle − FG,0 − (φpre + φnac) (9)
NV F = (NPF )ins−cycle −DA/F (10)
3. Results and discussions
The aerodynamic nacelle design optimisation of two drooped ans scarfed
conﬁgurations was performed. A compact architecture that is representative of
a future civil aero-engine with Lnac/rhi = 3.1 and rte/rhi = 0.91 and a conven-
tional conﬁguration with Lnac/rhi = 3.8 and rte/rhi = 0.91 are investigated.
Subsequently, two optimal candidate designs are downselected and the impact
of engine installation position on the overall aircraft aerodynamic performance
is quantiﬁed for 10 podded under-wing positions.
3.1. Multi-objective aerodynamic nacelle optimisation
During the optimisation process, the mid-cruise condition was selected to
reﬂect the ﬂight condition of future UHBPR engines with a ﬂight Mach number
M∞ = 0.85, MFCR = 0.70 and h = 10668m [20]. The spillage drag is deﬁned
as the increase of drag between start and end of cruise with an MFCR = 0.70
and 0.65, respectively. Within this investigation, the developed framework has
been employed with a full CFD in-the-loop approach. During the optimisation
routine Lnac/rhi, rte/rhi, θdroop, θscarf are ﬁxed and the four design variables
(rif , rmax, fmax, βnac) that deﬁne the ﬁve control aero-lines ﬂoat. As such,
20 nacelle design variables are employed within the design and optimisation
process.
The multi-point multi-objective optimisation is carried out for three diﬀer-
ent ﬂight conditions that are encountered within the cruise segment: mid-cruise
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drag (Eq. 11), sensitivity to ﬂight Mach number (Eq. 12) and sensitivity to
changes on massﬂow capture ratio (Eq. 13). The optimisation routine is started
with a design space exploration (DSE) based on a Latin hypercube sampling
(LHS) [43]. The optimisation tool implements a ﬁltering capability to exclude
the nacelle conﬁgurations that are not fully convex as they are expected to
have unacceptable drag characteristics [44]. As such, the computational eﬀort
is concentrated on the regions of the design space were candidate optimal de-
signs are likely to be located. This process resulted on a design of experiments
with 400 designs that were evaluated by numerical simulations. The subse-
quent generations, which are guided by the NSGA-II genetic algorithm [27], are
also evaluated by CFD. The optimisation routine is continued until the Pareto
hypervolume [45] varies less than 1% in the last three generations.
CD−cruise =
Dnac
1
2ρ∞V
2
refAhi
(11)
∆CD−Mach =
Dnac,M=Mref+0.02 −Dnac,M=Mref
1
2ρ∞V
2
refAhi
(12)
CD−spill =
Dnac,MFCRcruise −Dnac,MFCREOC
1
2ρ∞V
2
refAhi
(13)
The optimisation routine of both conﬁgurations resulted in a set of Pareto
optimal designs which highlights the non-linearity of the transonic ﬂow aero-
dynamics associated to nacelle aero-engines (Figure 4). The set of dominant
designs is presented with a projection into the CD−cruise - ∆CD−Mach space
and colored by CD−spill.
From the large dataset of optimal solutions identiﬁed throughout the optimi-
sation process, the downselection of a conventional design (Lnac/rhi = 3.8) was
based on the minimum achievable mid-cruise drag that satisﬁes ∆CD−Mach <
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0.002
0.0005
0.002
Lnac/rhi = 3.1
Lnac/rhi = 3.8
Figure 4: Set of Pareto optimal solutions of the compact (Lnac/rhi = 3.1) and conventional
(Lnac/rhi = 3.8) aero-engines
0.1CD−cruise and CD−spill < 0.1CD−cruise [5]. Consequently, a compact nacelle
aero-engine (Lnac/rhi = 3.1) was selected to have the lowest CD−cruise, which
at the same time presents lower values of drag with respect to the conventional
conﬁguration at the higher ﬂight Mach number of M∞ = 0.87 with MFCR =
0.70 and at the end-of-cruise drag with M∞ = 0.85 and MFCR = 0.65 (Fig-
ure 5). This downselection method resulted in a compact aero-engine with a
reduction on mid-cruise drag of 7.4% with respect to the current conventional
architecture. The Pareto fronts highlight the larger sensitivity to the changes in
ﬂight conditions of compact conﬁgurations. For example, across the set of op-
timal solutions of the compact conﬁguration (Lnac/rhi = 3.1) the spillage drag
(CD−spill) varies by ≈0.0040. This is noticeable larger than the conventional
architecture with a variation on CD−spill of ≈0.0025. Similar tendency appears
for the changes in ﬂight Mach number in which the variation across the Pareto
front on ∆CD−Mach is ≈0.009 and ≈0.004 for the compact and conventional
turbofans, respectively.
In order to characterize the aerodynamic behavior of the selected designs,
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(a) Mach number sweep at MFCR= 0.70 (b) MFCR sweep at M∞ = 0.85
Figure 5: Nacelle drag comparison between both aero-engines
both were evaluated at diﬀerent aerodynamic operating conditions of Mach num-
ber and MFCR. Figure 5a presents the drag-rise curve at constant MFCR =
0.70 for both architectures which highlights how sharp the increase of nacelle
drag can be for a compact conﬁguration. Whilst there is a beneﬁt of 7.4% at
design point (M∞ = 0.85) and the nacelle drag is slightly reduced at M∞ =
0.87, a further increment in ﬂight Mach number to M∞ = 0.88 reveals the sen-
sitivity of this design with a penalty in nacelle drag of about 23%. Similarly,
the conﬁguration with Lnac/rhi = 3.1 has larger nacelle drag penalties than the
Lnac/rhi = 3.8 design as the massﬂow capture ratio decreases (Figure 5b).
The associated transonic ﬂow aerodynamics of both selected designs are
noticeably diﬀerent (Figure 6). For mid-cruise conditions, the compact archi-
tecture (Lnac/rhi = 3.1) has an increment on pre-shock Mach number of 0.18 on
the top aero-line (ψ = 0◦) with respect to the conventional conﬁguration (Figure
6a). Whilst the compact design has a strong shock wave at the nacelle crest with
X/Lnac = 0.40, the shock location moves upstream to X/Lnac = 0.25 on the
conventional design. For the side aero-line (ψ = 90◦), the peak Mis increased
by 0.15 as the nacelle length is shortened from Lnac/rhi = 3.8 to 3.1 (Figure
6b). While the compact design has a well deﬁned shock topology at X/Lnac =
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(a) Top line (ψ = 0◦) (b) Side line (ψ = 90◦)
(c) Bottom line (ψ = 180◦)
Figure 6: Isentropic Mach number comparison for diﬀerent azimuthal aero-lines
0.37, the conventional design has a smooth reduction of isentropic Mach num-
ber. The transonic ﬂow on the bottom line (ψ = 180◦) is relatively benign for
both designs, in which the main diﬀerence appears on the peak Mis with an
increment of 0.14 from the conventional to the compact nacelle conﬁgurations
(Figure 6c).
3.2. Installation eﬀect on UHBPR aero-engines
The aerodynamic design and analysis of installed aero-engines has been car-
ried out to quantify the eﬀects of aircraft integration on both optimised aero-
engines. It is performed at mid-cruise conditions with a ﬂight Mach number
M∞ = 0.85, MFCR = 0.70 and h = 10668m. The aero-engine has a BPR above
15 and an engine cycle to maximise the speciﬁc thrust [34]. All the aerodynamic
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Figure 7: Installation positions investigated
metrics presented in this work are reported for a constant CL = 0.5 [38]. The
numerical assessment of installation eﬀects is carried for a total of 10 diﬀerent
installation position that include forward as well as overlapped locations (Figure
7).
3.2.1. Eﬀect of installation position on compact nacelle aero-engine
For the compact nacelle conﬁguration with Lnac/rhi = 3.1, a thorough de-
scription of the aerodynamic changes across the design space is presented below
and the diﬀerences between the compact and conventional nacelle aero-engines
at the diﬀerent installation positions are presented in the next Section.
Figure 8 presents the changes on net vehicle force (NVF) (Figure 8d) as well
as its constituent metrics, i.e. NPF (Figure 8a), Da/f (Figure 8b) and D
∗
nac
(Figure 8c), across the diﬀerent installation positions. All the installation maps
are relative to the minimum value of the metric of interest and normalised by
the cruise standard net thrust (FN ). Across the design space, the net vehicle
forces varies by 1.7% (Figure 8d). The best installation position is the most
forward with the largest vertical oﬀset relative to the wing (dx/C = -0.05 and
dz/C = +0.1) and the lowest value of NVF appears at the most close-coupled
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installation position (dx/C = +0.05 and dz/C = +0.075). The changes on NVF
are dominated by the axial and vertical oﬀset (Figure 8d). For example, at a
ﬁxed dx/C = -0.05, the net vehicle force varies by +0.7% when the vertical oﬀset
changes from dz/C = +0.05 to dz/C = +0.1. The net propulsive force (NPF),
which quantiﬁes the overall aerodynamic performance of the aero-engine, varies
by 12.0% across all the design space (Figure 8a). The lowest values appear for
close-coupled installation positions where larger interactions eﬀects between the
engine and wing are present. For the range of locations considered, the axial
installation position has a ﬁrst order impact. This aerodynamic performance
metric can be subsequently decomposed into the modiﬁed gross propulsive force,
the inlet momentum and the modiﬁed drag (Eq. 9). As there is no variation
of the inlet momentum term (FG,0) for the diﬀerent installation positions, the
modiﬁed nacelle drag accounts for the 8% (Figure 8c) of the 12% variation
on NPF (Figure 8a). The modiﬁed nacelle drag, which is formed by the pre-
entry streamtube force and the fancowl force, has the largest values for the
overlapped positions. This is mainly caused by the adverse ﬂow features that
manifest on the nacelle for close-coupled locations. The airframe drag (Da/f )
varies by approximately 11.0% across the design space (Figure 8b). It exhibits
the largest values for the overlapped cases and the axial oﬀset has also a ﬁrst
order impact on the metric. The airframe drag and net propulsive force have
opposite gradient, which results in a small variation of NVF across the design
space (Figure 8d) due to the both conﬂicting metrics.
The eﬀect of axial installation position has been investigated by analysing
the forward location A (dx/C = -0.05 and dz/C = +0.10) and the overlapped
position B (dx/C = +0.05 and dz/C = +0.10) (Figure 8d). The compact
civil aero-engine has a penalty on NVF of 1.42% when is installed in the close-
couple position B with respect to the forward position A (Figure 9). This eﬀect
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(a) ∆NPF [%] (b) ∆Da/f [%]
(c) ∆D∗nac [%] (d) ∆NVF [%]
Figure 8: Variation of airframe-engine aerodynamic performance metrics across the design
space investigated for the compact nacelle aero-engine (Lnac/rhi = 3.1). Results are nor-
malised with the engine net vehicle force (FN )
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Figure 9: Breakdown of normalised forces. Eﬀect of moving the installation position from A
(forward) to B (overlapped) on the compact nacelle aero-engine (Lnac/rhi = 3.1)
is caused by the diﬀerence on the large values of NPF and Da/f . The net
propulsive force has a penalty of 10.3%, from which 7.5% is accounted by the
reduction of modiﬁed nacelle drag. Conversely, the position B has a beneﬁt on
airframe drag of 8.82% with respect to the forward installation position A. The
reduction of net vehicle force of 1.42% for the position B relative to A highlights
the detrimental interaction eﬀects that manifest at overlapped positions.
The inboard and outboard side of the nacelle have diﬀerent transonic ﬂow
aerodynamics due to the eﬀects of aicraft integration (Figure 10). Relative to the
sideline of the isolated nacelle aero-engine, the peak Mis reduces by 0.07 on the
outboard side (ψ = 90◦) when it is installed in the forward installation position
A. Both conﬁgurations depict the same axial location of the shock-wave (Figure
10). Conversely, the shock location on the inboard sideline is moved upstream to
X/Lnac = 0.12 (Figure 11a). These changes on the ﬂow topology with respect
to the isolated conﬁguration highlight the inﬂuence of the airframe fuselage
and wing on the ﬂow features that manifest on the nacelle aero-engine. Larger
diﬀerences arise for the close-coupled installation position B (Figure 11b). For
example, on the nacelle inboard side the ﬂow re-accelerates at the backend to
a similiar Mis as the peak Mis on the nacelle lip (Figure 11b). This eﬀect is
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(a) Forward installation position (Position
A)
(b) Close-coupled installation position (Posi-
tion B)
Figure 10: Isentropic Mach number distribution on the compact nacelle aero-engine (Lnac/rhi
= 3.1) for the (a) forward and (b) close-coupled installation positions
(a) Forward installation position (Position A)
(b) Close-coupled installation position (Posi-
tion B)
Figure 11: Comparison of isentropic Mach number distribution with the isolated aero-engine
on the side-aeroline for the (a) forward and (b) close-coupled installation positions
caused by the gully ﬂow between the nacelle and the pressure side of the wing
(Figure 11). The formation of this gully ﬂow leads to a reacceleration of the
ﬂow at the back-end of the nacelle aero-engine on the inboard side (Figure 10b).
This results on a penalty of 7.5% on modiﬁed nacelle drag when the nacelle
aero-engine is installed in the position B with respect to A (Figure 9).
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3.2.2. Impact of nacelle aero-engine architecture
Figure 12 presents the diﬀerence on normalised NVF, NPF, Da/f and D
∗
nac
between the compact nacelle aero-engine (Lnac/rhi = 3.1) and the conventional
architecture (Lnac/rhi = 3.8). Across the design space the NVF varies from
1.2% to 0.4% for the forward and close-coupled positions, respectively (Figure
12d). It highlights the expected beneﬁts of compact aero-engines over conven-
tional conﬁgurations across a wide range of installation positions. While the
vertical oﬀset has a negligible eﬀect, the axial oﬀset is the dominant parameter.
The compact nacelle aero-engine has a penalty in terms of NPF with respect
to the conventional architecture on all installation positions considered (Figure
12a). The largest deﬁcit on NPF is approximately of 0.9% at the most close-
coupled installation position. The variation on NPF is accounted by the changes
of the modiﬁed gross propulsive force and modiﬁed nacelle drag (D∗nac). Whilst
compact nacelle aero-engines have a beneﬁt on modiﬁed nacelle drag for forward
positions with respect to conventional architectures (Lnac/rhi = 3.8), there is a
considerable penalty for close-coupled installation positions (Figure 12c). This
is caused by the adverse ﬂow features that manifest at the rear of the com-
pact nacelle aero-engine (Figure 11b). Regarding to airframe drag, there is a
beneﬁt between 1.0% and 1.35% for the compact nacelle architecture relative to
the conventional aero-engine across the installation positions considered (Figure
12b).
Figure 13 shows the normalised diﬀerence between the compact and conven-
tional architectures on NVF and its constituent metrics at the selected instal-
lation positions A and B (Figure 12d). For the forward position A, the overall
beneﬁt of the compact nacelle conﬁguration (Lnac/rhi = 3.1) in net vehicle force
is 1.19% (Figure 13a). It is similar to the beneﬁt expected from the isolated
aero-engines evaluation (Figure 5a). The reduction on isolated nacelle drag of
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(a) ∆NPF [%] (b) ∆Da/f [%]
(c) ∆D∗nac [%] (d) ∆NVF [%]
Figure 12: Diﬀerence (Fcompact − Fconventional) between the compact (Lnac/rhi = 3.1)
and conventional (Lnac/rhi = 3.8) nacelle aero-engines across the design space investigated.
Results are normalised with the engine net vehicle force (FN )
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7.4% from conventional to compact aero-engine architecture equals to an in-
crement of 1.1% on the overall engine aerodynamic performance. Therefore,
the expected beneﬁts of designing isolated architectures are realised when the
aero-engine is installed in forward installation positions, i.e. Position A. For
this engine location there is a penalty on NPF of 0.18% which is produced by
the reduction of the modiﬁed gross propulsive force as the modiﬁed nacelle drag
has a beneﬁt of 0.48% (Figure 13a). This beneﬁt on D∗nac is mainly caused by
the reduction of the nacelle wetted area between Lnac/rhi = 3.1 and Lnac/rhi
= 3.8 because no adverse ﬂow-features manifest on the nacelle for this forward
installation position (Figures 10a and 14a). Relative to the conventional archi-
tecture, the installation of the compact nacelle aero-engine in position A results
on a reduction of the airframe drag by 1.38%. For the close-couple position B the
compact aero-engines has an an overall increment in net vehicle force of 0.44%
with respect to the conventional architecture (Figure 13b). It has a penalty on
NPF of 0.74% which is caused by a penalty on the modiﬁed gross propulsive
force as well as the modiﬁed nacelle drag. The modiﬁed drag is increased by
0.39% due to the larger adverse interactions with the gully ﬂow. Although for
the long nacelle conﬁguration (Lnac/rhi = 3.8) there is a ﬂow reacceleration on
the inboard side (Figure 14b), the gully ﬂow is not as severe as for the compact
conﬁguration (Figure 10b). The civil future nacelle aero-engine (Lnac/rhi =
3.1) in the close-coupled installation positions results on a reduction of airframe
drag (Da/f ) by 1.17% with respect to the conventional architecture.
4. Conclusions
A numerical method for the design of 3D non-axisymmetric nacelle aero-
engines have been further developed. The tool has been deployed to carry
out two independent multi-objective optimisations for the design of a compact
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(b) Close-coupled installation position (Posi-
tion B)
Figure 13: Breakdown of normalised forces. Diﬀerences from compact (Lnac/rhi = 3.1) to
conventional (Lnac/rhi = 3.8) nacelle aero-engine
(a) Forward installation position (Position
A)
(b) Close-coupled installation position (Posi-
tion B)
Figure 14: Isentropic Mach number distribution on the conventional nacelle aero-engine
(Lnac/rhi = 3.8) for the (a) forward and (b) close-coupled installation positions
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nacelle aero-engine and a conventional architecture. Relative to the conventional
conﬁguration, the results demonstrate that the isolated mid-cruise nacelle drag
can be reduced by 7.4% for the compact engine. These beneﬁts equal to an
improvement of 1.1% on the overall isolated aero-engine performance. The
larger sensitivity to changes in ﬂight Mach number and massﬂow capture ratio
of compact nacelles have been also highlighted.
Two nacelle aero-engines were selected and the eﬀects of aircraft integration
were evaluated across a range of installation positions. A thrust-drag bookkeep-
ing method has been employed to assess the overall aerodynamic performance
of the airframe-powerplant in terms of net vehicle force (NVF) as well as its
constituent metrics: net propulsive force, airframe drag and modiﬁed nacelle
drag. For the compact nacelle architecture, the NVF varies by 1.7% across the
investigated design space. The largest beneﬁt was found for the most forward
position and largest vertical oﬀset. The proposed numerical method has been
successfully employed to identify the ﬂow mechanisms that manifest on the rear
of the nacelle aero-engine at close-coupled installation positions and cause the
reduction on net vehicle force. The diﬀerences between compact and conven-
tional nacelle aero-engines across the diﬀerent installation positions have been
evaluated. Relative to the conventional conﬁguration, the NVF on the compact
nacelle aero-engine has a beneﬁt of 1.2% at forward installation positions and of
0.44% at close-coupled locations. Although the aerodynamic beneﬁts obtained
for isolated conﬁgurations are realised when the aero-engine is installed on for-
ward installation positions, these performance improvements start to erode for
close-coupled locations. This investigation has quantiﬁed the expected aero-
dynamic beneﬁts of the future civil nacelle aero-engines with respect to con-
ventional architectures. The proposed method complements a set of enabling
technologies for the design and analysis of future civil large turbofans aiming at
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reduction of speciﬁc fuel consumption.
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